According to the NOAA space environment services center, there were 43 SEP events recorded from 2010, when SDO was launched (Pesnell et al. 2012) , to September 2017. The counts of SEP flux can be found at https://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/SEP/. In this study, WLFs are identified using the 45 s WL data obtained by SDO/HMI (Pesnell et al. 2012; Schou et al. 2012 ). The WL emission was visually detected in 15 flares above M5. The WL emission is characterized by equivalent area (EA, Wang et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2016) , which is the integrated enhancement of contrast over the entire flare ribbons.
By comparing the SEP and WLF lists, the events can be divided into three groups as shown in Figure 1 . The 1st group includes SEP events that were not associated with WLFs. They are plotted using solid circles (half) on y-axis indicating zero WL emission. Their X-ray flux (represented by GOES classes in different colors) does not correlate with the proton flux. As we can see, a C-class flare may have stronger proton flux than many X-and M-class flares. The 2nd group contains WLFs without SEP detected. Those events are represented by empty circles (half) on x-axis. The events in these two groups show that there is no correlation between WLFs and SEP in 39 out of 47 events. This result indicates that the SEPs may not be accelerated in the region where flarerelated magnetic reconnection takes place. In the 3rd group, we found eight SEP events, which were associated with WLFs, including 5 M-class (blue color) and 3 X-class (red color) flares. As we can see in the plot, there is no clear correlation between SEP flux and EA of WLFs. For instance, the flare on Sep. 6, 2017 was the strongest WLF with EA almost an order of magnitude larger than the second largest one. However, no obvious increase of proton flux was detected. The proton fluxes were already enhanced due to the SEP event on Sep. 5, 2017. There was no significant continued enhancement of proton flux associated this X9 flare on Sep. 6, 2017. On the other hand, another X-class flare on Mar. 7, 2012 has strong WL emission and is associated with the strongest SEP event.
In summary, our preliminary results show that most (> 83%) of WLFs and SEP events have no correspondence. Note that all SEP events were checked and some limb WLFs were excluded to avoid projection effect in calculating the EA. Therefore, the actual percentage of non-correlated events should be even higher. In a small group of events with both WL emission and SEPs, we did not see a positive correlation between SEP flux and contrast enhancement in WL. A straightforward speculation is that the acceleration process could be different for SEPs and the energetic electrons powering WLFs in the events analyzed. 
